14 Reasons You’ll Love GreenBed™ kits
1

GREEN gardening solution. Made from recycled non-toxic materials, the panels have a 60%+ recycled
content and the aluminum brackets have a 25%+ recycled content. Nothing in GreenBed including the
stain on the trim wood is toxic.

2

More DURABLE than other raised bed solutions. GreenBeds will not rot, crack, peel, rust or splinter and
will last 25 years or more.

3

GreenBeds can be set-up anywhere and give you complete control over soil and drainage. Perfect
solution for poor soil conditions that otherwise would not be conducive for gardening. Since the
GreenBed walls are porous, the beds have excellent drainage, so no more water-logged plants. In many
regions, GreenBed gardeners are able to plant earlier in the season because the soil is warmer and
better drained.

4

Excellent for any climate. Our GreenBed material passed the ASTM C-666 300 cycle freeze-thaw test
without cracking and breaking down.

5

Wall texture, strength and height means better pest and weed control – weeds do not encroach and
snails, slugs, rabbits and cats are more effectively kept out, especially with our 2’ tall GreenBed..

6

The GreenBed trim is wide enough so a gardener can sit on the edge of the bed while weeding, and for
some gardeners this is the biggest beneﬁt of all.

7

Excellent for the popular square foot gardening method. Durable GreenBeds are at least TWICE AS
PRODUCTIVE as conventional garden.

8

Multiple sizes and heights provide easy access with less effort digging, seeding, weeding, and harvesting. - providing a more comfortable and safer gardening experience for everyone. No more bending,
hunching, kneeling, or squatting. New tiered design perfect for child-adult gardening with a convenient
height for small and larger gardeners.

9

Durable GreenBed Kits offer endless design options and can be joined together in custom layouts. 2’
beds can be joined to 1’ beds creating an interesting multiple elevation gardens.

10

YEAR-ROUND GARDENING. In many climates you can also continue harvesting all winter long by
simply adding a cold frame to your GreenBeds.

11

MADE IN THE USA. Preserving good manufacturing jobs in America.

12

QUICK AND EASY ASSEMBLY. Most models set-up in under 1 hour provided site is prepared. Each kit
comes with GreenBed woodchip-cement composite panels, durable painted rust-free aluminum brackets with stakes & fasteners, beautiful predrilled redwood or cedar trim ﬁnished with a non-toxic,
bio-based stain. Full color step by step instruction sheet for easy assembly. All that you need is a level
place to put the Durable GreenBed, a hammer and a cordless drill with a ¼” nut driver and Phillips head
and a socket wrench with a ¼” socket.

13

BEAUTIFUL. Composite panels can be stained using readily available concrete stains to complement
your home. GreenBeds can go anywhere in your outdoor space — on your wooden porch, your tile or
concrete patio, or the grass in your backyard. Even your front yard.

14

FREE SHIPPING. For shipping purposes, a minimum of 2 kits is required for all orders. You can mix or
match kits to reach the 2 kit minimum. Get an additional 10% off of orders with 3 or more GreenBed

